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Introduction
Recent trends in gear cutting technology have

left process engineers searching for direction
about which combination of cuuing 100] material.
coaling, and process technology will afford the
best quality at the lowest total cost Applying the
new technologies can have associated risks that
may override the potential cost savings. The
many interrelated variables to be considered and
evaluated tend to cloud the issue and make hob-
bing process development. more difficult

Considerable work has been done cooperative-
ly between the tool manufacturers and material
vendors to improve the capabilities IQfthe sub-
strates being used. Efforts by both high-speed steel
and carbide manufacturers are yielding materials
that allow a continuous expansion of the envelope
IQfproductivity gains in gear production.

With today's advances in gear manufacturing
equipment. there is a necessity to advance the
capabilities of tools. In order to exploit new
machine potential .., extensive tool developments
havetaken place in recent years. Building on the
successes (and failures) of earlier efforts, there
bas been an explosion of new technology with
both new coatings and new materials ..

The days of having one broad-range coaling
and limited material selection are long gone. The
difficulty now is 10 determine the best eombina-

tion possible for a given application, taking into
consideration the specific gear manufacturer's
expectations.

The urpose of this paper is to:
• Describe current technologies of gear cutting

tool materials, specifically the relative properties
of h:igh-s.peedsteels (HSS) and carbide grades.

• Describe thin-film coating technologies used
for born wet (water~soluble or oil) and dry cutting
processes, and discuss the properties and merits
of those coatings.

• Discuss tool configuration requirements nec-
essary for higher materiall removal rates and for
dry cutting.

• Present application parameters for the use of
tools under dry cutting conditions and results of
successful and. failed applications.

• Discuss the evaluation of the failure modes
most common to dry cutting processes.

• Present a systematic approach to aid in the
application of the technologies. By evaluating
costs and risks associated with. various processes
for applications. the process engineer can imple-
ment new technologies where the savings/risk
factor is most favorable.

The scope of this paper is limited to applica-
tions of tools in the 10-20 NDP range. However.
the concepts presented! can be modified and
applied to other applications.

Systematic Approach
I. The first step, before making any changes

to optimize an existing process, is to fully under-
standthe current process parameters, costs and
failure modes. Define the variables, such as part
data, material, hardness, machlnabihty, machine
capacity and restrictions, tooling rigidity, chip
removal issues, speed, feed, number IQfcuts, and
shift strategy ..Tool design characteristics, materi-
al properties and coatings must be defined.
Define the measurables of the present process,
such as cycle time, part chengetime, parts per
hour, and downtime for hob change. Costs, such
as tool price, sharpening costs and recoating
costs, should be known. How much wear is gen-
erated for tile current number of parts produced?
Is the failure mode pure flank wear, or is chipping
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e Mo V Co Tots.1
ICarbon iMol:ybdenum Vanadiuml Cobalt Alloy
I 1.4 4.3 5.8 4.5 3.6 19.6

1.45 4.3 5.8 4.5 3.6 5.0 24.7
1.3 4.11 '6.3 5.0 3 ..1 8.3 28.1
1.6 4.11 l2.3 5.0 5.0 27.9,
1.5 3,.8 10.0 5.3: 3.1 9.0 32.7
3.4 4.0 10.0 5.0' 9.'5 9.0 40.9

'Grade %WC %Cobalt %Alloy Transverse
Tungst.enl,Carbide carbides

I
Rupture St.rength

C2 90 10 0 SOil ksi
C4 94 6 0 360 ksi
C5 71 13 12% TaC, 4% TiC 3Mksi
C6 73.5 III B.5% Ta.C,B% nc 325 ksl
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Rex 76 and TIS. Again, the selection criteria is is metallurgical processes
teels available worldwide, such steels can be gen- based on whether wear resistance is most impor- ""mager at Gleason CUlling

erally categorized into one of several.groups based tant (TIS) or wear resistance and excellent red Tools Corp. in Loves Park,
onjbeir pbysical properties. In order to limit the hardness are rna t important (Rex 76). IL. and is responsible for

PVD coatings. the metallur-
scope of this d.iscussion, only those material read- Cemented carbides are also good candidate &.'}' lob and superabrasive

ily available in the United Slates are covered. materials for gear cutting applications andas plating operCllio/U there. A

The most common material in domestic gear with the high speed steels, there are II wide van- metallurgical engineer, he
hus been involved in the thin-

culling tools today is CPM M4 (Crucible particle ery of carbide grade from which to choose. film-coating and gear-cur-
metallw:gy).JYpicaJly used in tbe hardness range of Typical grades for bob manufacture •. hown in ting-tool industry sinee 1989.
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or cratering aI I) cau ing tooih damage? Wilbout
a tLJ'JIli understanding of pre ent costs, how can an
organization identify the best potential option
offering the greatest chance for improvement
with the least risk?

2. Perform theoretical evaluations of cycle
time possibilities at various bob diameters and
numbers of threads and gashes. Hob speed, chip
load and feed callop size will be the limiting fac-
tors, within the constraints of machine speed and
horsepower capacity.

3. Look at material options, such as carbide,
ltigh speed steel and traditional materials, for wet
and dry cutting applications.

4..Look at coating options for wet versu dry
applications,

5. Look at cost per part (CPP) evaluations of
the best option from the above choices,

6, Devel'op a test matn--ll.to try one Of two of
the choices that how the best cost predictions.

7. Test tools for initial use and throughout
sharpening and reeoatieg, evaluating wear per-
formance, part. qualicy. performance through sub-
sequent operations, etc.

8. Compare actual results to e timates,
Too. Materials

Thefollowillg paragraphs provide a brief
ummary of commercially available substrate

materials and coatings commonly u ed in the gear
cutting indu try. Although some of the iaforma-
tion may seem academic. it i .e sential to have a
good understanding of the characteri tics of too]
materials and coatings in order to maximize effi-
ciency of the application.

Far from the days whenconventional (cast)
M2, M42 and TI5 alloys were the predominant
materials in gear cutting tools, the tool designer
now has an extensive selection of qualily high
speed steel materials from which to select. In the
United States. the newest generations of materials
are manufactured by particle metallurgy (PM)~or
improved manufacturability. toughness and gen-
eral cutting performance. Due to the prevalence
of vacuum hardening and tempering, many of
those alloys have evolved over recent years to
optimize their heat treatment response.

Although there is at multitude of high peed

Hot hardrless·of Rex 76, Rex 121 :and 'C4 C:albida
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_'~xt21
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()4....66 HRc, it has very good wear resistance, has
excellent edge tougl1ne and is generally applied
on a wide range of applications, cl.ltling workpiece
material with hardne ses up to 38 HRc. Since M4
contains no cobalt (Co), it.has a relatively low red
(hot) hardness. Table ] shows a comparison of
some common gear cutting tool teels,

Upgrade considerations to the base M4 mate-
rial might be considered to take two paths,
increased wear resistance or increased red hard-
ness. CPM 54 is a :fairly newalloy based on tile
M4 grade but wilh slightly higher carbon for
higher hardness and with 591 cobalt for improved
red hardness. At the high end of abrasion resis-
tance is CPM TI5 with all attainable hardness of
66-68 HRc and applicability to workpiece mate-
rials up to 48 HRc ..

More aggre sive applications (e.g, harder
workpiece, faster cutting speeds) may require
tools with even .lrigher red hardness. CPM Rex
45, with 8% cobalt. is often recommended as an.
upgrade from CPM M4. Both Rex 54 and Rex 45
contain orne amount of cobalt for red hardness,
as shown in Table 1. Rex 45 might be selected
where red hardness is more critical than wear
resi ranee and Rex. 54 where additional red hard-
ness and high abrasion resistance are required.

Applications that generate high heat due to
very hard or very abrasive workpiece materials
can benefit from high perfonnance steels, like

IGlenn Schlarb
is engineering manager with
alea.sr:m' Cuuing Tools Corp.
in Loves Park, IL. He has 28
years of experience ill gear
manufacturing, cutttng. 1'001

design and application.

Kurt Swi1zer'

http://www.powllrlrallsmisslon.com
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Figure 2---,Magnification of ground spherical crater in high speed steel sample
showing multi-layered coating.

WClClaver

I

TiAlN layer'

Stib,ntel I

.Figure ;J.-SEM photomicr~graph 01nAIMH.
Tabl.e 2, are mid-range in cobalt. concentration
and are often fine-grained or ultra-fine-grained
for the highest possible toughness (transverse

rupture strength).
In some cases, high speed steels are not wear

resistant enougb and carbides are too brittle to
satisfy the application requirements, That chasm
in the road of application development has led to
the development of very specialized high speed
steel "bridge" materials ..

Rex 121, shown in Table 1, is a good example
of that type of material. By comparing the total
amount of alloy content (right colu.mn), it is Clear
that the alloy falls into a Class of its own. Rex 12]
is hardenable to more than 710Hkc and has wear
resistance and red hardness levels unprecedented
in the high speed steel family, Figure 1 compares
Rex 1.21 hardness at elevated temperatures with
Rex. 76 and with C4 cemented carbide. Rex 121 is
recommended in steel tool applications where
Rex. 76 is performing without chipping but with

excessive wear, and in carbide tool .applications

where chipping is uncontrollable (perhaps due to
workpiece material or design considerations).

Coating Technologies
The advent of commercial. physical vapor

deposition (PVD) coatings in the early 1'980s had
a tremendous impact on the gear cutting industry.
Titan:ium nitride (TiN), the first and still most

common tool coating. resulted ill significant per-
formancegains that allowed tools to run for two to

I.0 times their normal life ..Soon appfications were
being designed around the expected performance
from coated tools-that is, where a coated tool

historically gave additional perfonmmcegains,
the coating was now necessary for the application

to work at all.

Today. there is a vast array of PVD coatings
appropriate for gear cutting applications. Many of
the coatings are unique in both composition and
marketing name, but the most common tool. coatings
can. generally be classified as titanium nitride (TIN),
titaniumcarbo-nitride (TieN), titanium aluminum
nitride (TIAlN·X or TIAlN-F) and hard/soft combi-
nation coatings, like TiAIN-WC/C (TiAIN-H).

Table 3 shows orne physical properties of those
coatings. Oxidation onset is a measure of the ther-
mal stability of the coating, which determines its
ability to withstand the high temperatJures encoun-

tered at the cutting edge. With the exception of

TllAlN coatings, it is desirable to maintain a cutliJlg
edge temperanaebelow the oxidation onset temper-

at:ure in order to obtain the most benefit from the
coating. See below for a more detailed explanation
ofthe!henual characteristics of 1iAIN coatings .
The hardness value generally correlates with the
abrasion resistanee of the costing, with higher hard-
ness providing better wear resistance.

Titanium nitride, a gold colored coating,
accounts for the vast majority of coated, gear cutting
tools due to its proven pe:rfonnance base and its rel-
atively low cost TiN exhibits good !he.nnal stabili-
ty and can be used ina wide range of applications ..

Titanium carbo-nitride (TiCN) is a specialized
coating for cutting abrasive workpiece materials
in applicatiollsthat have a relatively low tempera-

rure at the cutting edge. Successful. applications
might include cast iron, alloy steels and fiber rein-
forced polymers.

Titanium aluminum nitride (TiiAIN) coatings
are typicaUy used in high-heat generating applica-
tions. including dry cutting. Here the intent is to
cause the aluminum component of the coating to
oxidize. resulting in a thin. layer of A1203 at the
surface that is constantly replenished as it is worn
away. The A1203 provides resistance to. adhesive
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wear and also acts as an insulariag layer to aid in
keeping the frictional heat inthe chip. In many
cases, a decline in coating performance has, been

ob erved when the cutting edgetemperature is
not sufficient to oxidize the coaling.

TiAIN-Xis a single-layer coating with a very

high hardness that is typically recommended in
dry euuing or very high temperature applicatioas,

The choice of coating material was much sim-

pler before the advent of commercial multi-layer
and hybrid coating combinations. Coatings 'can

be applied in di crete or graded chemistries and
in almost any combination of layers and layer
thieknes e . By way of example. consider the
TiAINfIiN muhiple-Iayer coaling system TiAIN-
F, shown in Figure 2. Here !.he two component

layers, TiAIN and TiN. are depo ited as discrete
layers and the total layer thickness is on the order
of 4-6 microns. There can be multiple advantages

in such 'coating combination systems. FiTSt, the
coating has a higher toughness due 1.0 the inhibi-

tion of crack propagation through the layers.
Toughness isal 0 enhanced by the di tribution of
internal compressive tresses due '10 the presence
of the TiN interlayers, Finally. the range of
applicability can be extended by the incorpora-

tion of the two dissimilar coating types.

Hard/soft coating combinations were of sig-
nificant intere t to many gear manufacturer

when they were first introduced. Tho e coatings
are designed to exploit the wear resistant proper-
Lies of hard coatings as well a the low friction
coefficient (hi.gh lubricity) feature of coatings
like tungsten carbide/carbon (WC/C) or molybde-
num disulfide (MoS2). ]t is well known that the

MoSz-type soft coatings perform. poorl.y with
aqueou coolant and can even 'be useeptible to
ambient humidity, The WC/C coatings do not
exhibit that behavior and also have the advantage

of higher hardness.
Figure 3 shows a scanning electron micro-

scope (SEM) photograph of Balzer Balinit®

Hardlube (TiAlN-H). which is a good example of

that type of coaling y tern. Originally de igned
to aid in chip flow and evacuation in deep drilling
and tapping applications •. it was uggested that
additional benefit could be gained in gear cutting
by a reduction of frictional heat generated by chip
flow all. the rake cutting face.

field testing has shown that the benefit of the
coating systems. in gear cutting is marginal, and

that similar or better performance can generally
be obtained by the use of more eonvenuonal
TIAIN coating . It is aclrnowledged that the coat-
ing do have significant advantage for applica-

tions like deep-hole drilling, for which they were
originally designed.

To round out the discussion on coatings and
materials, consideration should be given to too],

reconditioning requirements. Today, tool. recondi-
tioning often means recoating after resharpening,
and that can lead 10 issues of declining 1001 per-

formance from excessive coating buildup. Since

every application is different, the point at which
coating thickne s begins to significantly affect cut-
ting performance w:ill vary ..Table 4 shows guide-

lines for stripping and recoating based on experi-
ence with production applications, although it. is
generally agreed that the best performing recondi-
tioned tool are stripped before reeoating,

It hould be noted, in the case of carbide sub-
strate, that "conventional" chemical stripping is
not a recommended option. Although it can be
made to work, leaching of the cobalt binder from
the cemented carbide by the stripping solution

leads to degradation of the surface integrity, and
recoating can be risky .. furthermore, tool mark-

ings and bore or hank diameters may be affect-
ed. Since regrinding of the tooth form to remove

a coating can lead to large reconditioning co I ,

the use of non-recoatable coatings like TiAIN-H
should be carefullyconsidered,

Recently, a new chemical stripping technolo-

gy was introduced that can safely strip mostcom-

rnon PVD coatings from C2-C4 type ([SO K-
grade)' cemented carbides. That proprietary tech-
nology is still fairly new and is being scaled to
production levels at Gleason Cutting Tool Corp.

All high speed steels are appropriate for strip-
(ling, and all of the noted coatings are strippable
by chemical methods. Unlike carbide substrates,
proper stripping techniques result in no leaching
of alloy constituents or damage to the substrate,

Application Parameters
Speed recommendations for wet and dry hob-

bing are shown in Table 5. Cutting speed is a
function of the pan. material, part hardne s, hob

material and hob hardness.
The axial feed rate is a function of the chip

thickness, which depends on the edge toughness
of the tool material, hob 'outer diameter, number
of gashes.jhreads, depth of cut, etc. For that rea-

son. Table 5 shows a recommended chip thick-
ness rather than a straight feed recommendation.

The shift strategy for wet applications is gen-
erally a small, incremental shift amount after each
pan is cut, The hob is shifted one pas across irs

face width. The shift amount per part is deter-

mined based on the wear developed. A life factor
in terms of lineal meters per hob tooth (LMlf) in
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, Table 4-Tool Recolldiliolliing 'Guidelillles.
CoatinglType Strippallle? Recoatable? Number of Reco.alings

~es
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

liN
lieN

liAIN-X
liAIN-F
liAIN-H

Yes
Not recommended

Yes
Yes
!No

3-7

2-4
2-4

___ Table 5-App!j,catiDn Parameters. __
Wet cutting Dry HSS; Dry ICarbide

Speed (Surface meters/minutel 100 SMM 150-200 SMM
Chip Thickness (mm) 0.20-0.25 mm 0.25-0.30 mm

250-:300 SMM
0.05--0.1'5mm

Lower Fi'aIi=:
We'ar

Figure4-Six main types ,oftool wear.

Figure 5-Chartofpart .temperature...s. number of parts.
the shiftable engagement zone can be deterrnined.
Conversely, a life factor developed empirically for
one application can be applied to a similar appli-
cation to determine the shi fl amount per part. If
tool life is good, multiple parts are cut in each.
shift position to increase the Iineal-meters-per-
hob-tooth life factor for a desired amount of wear.

The shift strategy lor dry applications is some-
what different. A larger shift amount equal to
approximately oneaxial pitch should be used. The
hob is shifted across the total usable face width
and then returns to the initial shift position. An
offset is used to more evenly distribute wear over
the flanks of the teeth. The offset amount is equal
to the axial pitch divided by the number of passes
to be used, The hob is shifted at one axial pitch per
part as before. The shift strategy provides time for
the hob's built-up heat to dissipate when teeth are
not in the cut

Climb cutting is the preferred cutting method
for a dry process versus the conventional cutting
method. The thicker chip at the start has less ten-
dency to weld to the cutting face. Chips welding
to the cutting face can cause scuffing or tearing
on the part flank. as the chips may get trapped and
interfere with the finish cut. However, clirnbcut-
ting produces slightly honer part temperatures
and' has higher power consumption.

Tests of like hand. climb hobbing versus
opposite hand, conventional hobbing on a dry
cutting process revealed no significant difference
in tool life or part quality.

Tool Configuration Changes
With dry carbide bobbing, generally high cut-

ting speed and low feed is employed to achieve a
fast cycle time, with good surface finish and
small feed scallops on the part flanks. Since car-
bide is low in toughness, chip thickness is limited
to a range of 0.050-0.150 mm. The hob can be
made with low numbers ofthreads (one or two) to
keep the chip load down. The hob diameter is
kept small to maximize rpm. Gashes are maxi-
mized to reduce feed scallop and chip Ioad,
However, an adequate gash size is required to
allow for the removal ofchips from the cutting
zone. The number of gashes, the gash size, and
the sharpenable length of tooth are the trade-offs
to be considered. Since the hob is generally
recoated, and several layer of coating can begin
'to cause flaking or adherence issues, we general-
ly recommend establishing a sharpenaole tooth
length that will!result in six to eight uses.

Since cycle time is minimized. the volumetric
rate (cubic inches per minute) of material being
removed ls maximized, and chip flow becomes
critical. Too small of a gash size may allow chips
to wedge ink> the bottom (chip packing) and lead
to a catastrophic failure. A larger gash radius, back
angle. and grindingthe backs of gashes improves
chip flow. With dry hobbing, no coolant is avail-
able to help flush chips out of the cut. A 5° hook
sharpening on the face helps direct chip flow away
from the cutting zone and reduce power con-
sumption and heat generated. With carbide. gash
sharpening is limited to straight gash due to manu-
facturing limitations. With. high speed steel hobs,
spiral gash angles can be used, even at low thread
angles, to help equalize cutting chip curt angles
and assist in chip flow away from the cutting zone.

Edge preparation of carbide hobs after sharp-
ening andprior to coating helps reduce chipping
tendency. A cuttingedge radius of 0.0003-0.0005
in. is generally recommended. A larger "edge
prep" amount causes the tool to act dull, increas-
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ATA. Gears ,ltd. hasga;ned worldwide
,approval 01 a manufacturer o;fh~gh ,quality
spira. bevel gears - with the flel" of professional
experience over ,60years and modem technology.

eMf manu*'- ,turing
,apa,ify
readyl

Our main product is spiral be\le/ gears up to 2500
mm ( 100 in) diameter. Our experience in handling
highly classified materials, our universal gear cutting
systems as well as our own heat treatment spodight
as a gear producer for demanding customers such as
the off-shore and mining, as well as the machine tool-
and heavy \lehide industry. ATA'sgearpnishing methods,
lapping. hard cutting and grinding, enable accuracy
classes up to DIN Q=4 (AGMA Q= 14).

In addition to spiral bevel gears ATA also
manufactures custom tailored complete gear units for
demanding applications. The ATA product
development work is remarkably represented by
propeller-turbine operated small electric power plants.
"Tum-key', service-free hydroelectriC power plants
produce, with falls of 2-20 meters, power capacity of
20-2500 kW Hydro turbines demonstrate in a
magnificent woythe scope of application forATA's
product development.

ATAGEARS LTD,
ATA'Gr., Inc.
1'9885 Detroit Roadl
Rocky RI)Fer, Ohio 44116,
TelelF.!L~: 441).356-0289 CIRCI.E U3

IMailingaddress: P.O..IBox 120,FIN-33 I0 I Tampere, FINLAND
Tel -1-359 3 2870 I I I, fax +358 3 2870 249

e-mail: ;postmaster@ata-!l~ars;fj ., internet: www.ata-gears.fi
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Workpiece Data Results IC'arbide I 8811:121
TiAIN-.X Dry TiAIN-X Dry

Generating Modul'e 11.40 Parts per hob use 3,360 6,700
!

Gen. NPA 15 Cutting Cycle time I 0.16 minutes 0.10 minutes

H!A 211°LH Roor to Floor time 0.26 minutes 0.20 minutes

Face Width 29mm Tool!cost per part $0.19 $0.08

Number ofTeeth 23 Machining GPP $0.22 $0.17

LM/part 0.627 Total Cpp $0.41 $0.25

LMIT 5.3 8.8

Parts per hob use
I

720 11,800

15° . Cutting eye.I.etime O.H minutes 0.20 minutes I,

HA 211°RH Floor to Floor time 0.23 minutes 11.29minutes

Face Width 30.8 mm Tool cost per part $0.47 $0.16

Number of Teeth 35, Machining; CPP $0.23 $0.25

LM/part 1.15 Total CPP $0.70 $11.41

LMIT 1.99 4.97

Table 8-Rex 121VS. M35 dry cutting truck gear

II W..... i.... at. i Results R8X121Dry
TiAIN-fW

M35 Dry
TiAINI,

single layer

I Generating Module 3.02 Parts per hob use 980

Gen. NPA 20 ' Cutting Cycle time 1.3 minutes
HA 0 I Floor to Floor time 1.5minutes

face Width 31.9' Tool cost per part $0.40.

N~umberof Teeth 35 Machiningl GPP $1.27
LM/part 10116 Total CPP .$1.67

LMIT 5.75

686

1.3 minutes

1.'5 minutes

$0.58

$1.28

$1.:86

4.28

Table 9-Rex 76TiAIN-F cutting spline part with oil coolant
1

Workpiece, Data 8esu'lts
1

'Rex 76, IRex76
TtAlN O.il TiAIN-FOiI

NIlP 8116 Parts per hob USB 74 21'6,

N'PA
I

30' Cutting Cycle time l83 minutes 2.3 minutes

1
HA , II Floor to Floor time 1.98 minutes 2.45 minutes

I Face Width 29'2 mm Iool cost per part $3.69 $1.2,6
I 'Number of Teeth 119 Machining CPP' $,1.93

,

t2.13:

ILM/part
I

5.55 Tatal CPP $5.62
1

$3.39'

I LMfI' 1.6 4.67, ,

'Notes: 1 152 SMM, 1 122 SMM,
.pass@ 1.9 mm 8 passes @

shift, hob peeled 5.0 mm shift,

I

back 1.5 rnm I O.15mm
I

wear

jog the heat generated and reducing the tool life
factor. Edge preparation of .high speed steel bobs
is generally not required beyond fhe standard bun:
removal process in preparation fOIF coating.

The static cutting clearance is a result of the
outer diameter, cam clearance angle and a function
of the steepness. of the pressure angle. Relative
velocity o~'the side of the tooth and the pace of the
gear material as yet uncut, moving toward the side
'Of the t.ooth,. creates a dynamic cutting clearance
condition that also can affect the wear at various
parts of the teeth. Static and dynamic cutting clear-
moo evaluation must be considered in hob design.
Tools that must be short-pitched to low pressure
angles and low protuberance angles may not be
ideal candidates for dry cutting.

Tools with low clearanceangles also tend! to
cause "pressure welds," which are small particles
of part material that are forced onto and adhere to
the flank of the part under high heat and pressure.
The welded!panicles are not troublesome for parts
that are subsequently shaved, but are a problem
for parts to be rolled. Part. material may also
adhere to the hob tooth face or flank near the low-
est clearance area of the form. Commonly called
"material pickup," that may cause tearing on the
surface finish of the part due to the pickup ma-
terial acting as a (dull) cauiagedge. Material
pickup can also be misinterpreted as hob wear.

Failure Mode Evaluation
A key to testing is evaluation of how the tool's

cutting edge eventually fails. Figure 4 shows a
schematic representation of the six main types of
tool wear modes.

Abrasive Wear
Abrasive wear is the desired failure mode after

cutting a substantial number of parts. Tool life
wear criteria meed to be established up' front. The
present application under wet conditions can be a
source of valuable tool life information. Wear
should be evaluated. under a micro cope at a mag-
nification that can resolve the coating. substrate
material, wear and! material pickup. A 25X or
higher magnification should suffice. Wear for car-
bide or dry high speed steels should be limited to
0.15-0.20 mm (0.006-0.008 in.), which will be
fully cleaned u))!by 0.20-0.25 mm (0.008-0.010
in.) stock removal at sharpening. Use of a tool
monitoring system, such as a tool card (nat tracks
the number of parts cut tor eachuse, number of
passes, amount of measured wear, amount
removed by sharpening, and tooth length remain-
ing, is recommended. That helps track tool costs
through the life of the tool. The life factor foreach
run can be expressed in terms of "lineal meters
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perloolih engaged for O.XX mmamount of wear."
Crateri-ng

Cratering as a faiJure mode generally indicates
th feed rate being used i aggressive enough to
erode coating and sub trate material :from the cut-
ting face. The craterbeginsto form away from the
edge. then progresses deeper and closer to the
edge. Onoe the crater reaehe the ,edge, the edge
becomes weakened and a, chip breaks away.
resulting in an ,edge willlt no clearance and in
eventual peel back failure. The feed rate hould be
balanced to aIilow both crater and abrasive Hank:
wear to develop at a controllled rate.

Chipping
Chipping failiuresa.re cau ed by thecuttiag

load exceeding the edge strength of the tool mate-
rial. A chip leads to more catastrephic damage and
lilterefore i.s to be avoided. The feed. rate is the COIli-

IlrOlling factor for ,chip '!hick:ness and load on the
cutting edge. Rigidity of the pan as clamped can
al 0 contribute to chipping failures,

Tbennal ~radati:oD
The heat generated in dry cutting is dissipated

into the chip ,the hob and its holding system, !he
part, the pari. fixture and the air. Heat in the part.
causes thermal size changes [Q dimension over
pins COOP) and lead that mil t be compensated,
Heat. in the hob and its fixture may cause distor-
tions that affect involute quality. Hear at 'the cut-
ting edge interface can. reach 900°C. causing oxi-
dation. of the coating. That i acceptable and even
desirable in lihe case ofTiAlN coating .us the heat

cau es a microthin layer of A~03 that provides
additional, wear protection.

The feed rate can have a dramatic effect on
part temperamre, Using an aggre ive enough
feed rate to cause heat to go :into the chip' keeps
part and, hob temperature down. ']::00 aggressive of
a feed can 'cause a. high chip thicknes . that over-
I'oad the edge strength of the 1001, causing chip-
ping. Too li.ght ofa feed rateat high cUlting speeds
will. cause excessive ,envelop:ing cuts with thin
chips, resul.ting :in rapid tool wear and high part
and hob 'lem.peralures.

For maUpans, measuring part temperature
can be an effective w.ay of monitoring the hob's
wear condition. As coating on the 1001 wears
Ihrnugb 1[0 the . ub trate material, part tempera-
ture elevate quickly and rapid edge failure fol-
lows. After monitoring of a process for "wear
amount versus number of part cut" and "part.
temperature versus number of parts cut," an
empirical top point temperature limit can be
established. Figure 5 shows an applicati.oll where
'the part 'lemperatw'e is monitored andlhe process

is topped at 80° . Due tevariahibty in sharpen-
ing, edge preparatien, and reconditioning. the
number of' parts produced when the 80°Cpoint is
reached varies. By using part temperature rather
than piece count, the maximum number of parts
per use can be safely achieved eachrun, willi less
risk OF catastrophic failure.

Machine Considerations
The trend 'Ioward dry cutting is led by changes

in machine de ign with .regwd to chip evacuation,
Ih rmal tabilily. and high- peed. ,direct-drive hob
head and work table capability. The entire machine
dignand construction has been re-engineered to
be dry cutting capable. Thy cmting may be possible
on existing equipment; however; modifications for
chip evacuation may be required.

Application Results
ResuJts of variou . applications are represented

in Tables 6-9 '10 show comparisons of some sue-
cessfuland marginal results. (At the customer's
request, pan pecifications were changed slightly
to keep Ilte application anonymous. But, all appli.-
cations shown are based on actual test or field
results. The tables' data can still be used for gen-
eral comparison to similar applications.)

Conclusion
Implementation o:f a new hobbing proce s,

such as dry cutting. require a discipline of moni-
toring all process measurables, tracking tool wear,
and documenting assignable causes of various
wear modes under different parameters. The best
method for gear processing is the result ofa thor-
oug'h evaluation of process parameters and costs
associated with each of those parameters.

When Iproperly applied and m nhored, dry cut-
tillg process technologies can result in improved pro-
ductivity and reduced talal cost, A good working
relationship with tool supplier, tool maintenance
supplier, 'cooting upplier and equipmenl supplier is
required to assure c nsistellCYof results achieved.
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